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It’s available at the click of a button 

With the emergence of online hiring marketplaces, connecting with top talent around the globe 
with every skill set you can imagine has become as easy as tying your shoes. Before oDesk, 
Elance, Freelancer.com, and the many online hiring marketplace emerged onto the scene, it 
was lightyears more difficult to find and hire skills professionals that weren’t located in your 
backyard. That has greatly changed over the past 20 years and companies are now embracing 
the ability to build their own online teams. 

Everyone’s finding success with it

Hiring online has become an international phenomena. Business owners, large and small, rang-
ing from solo entrepreneurs to multi-national corporations, are tapping into the power of hiring 
online to staff their teams with the best people for the job. Instead of relying on people within 
your given city or state, you can easily post a job, meet potential applicants from across the 
globe, and hire your first remote freelancer within hours. 

It’s affordable for growing businesses 

Don’t want to break the bank, but are ready to delegate tasks off your plate? Hiring online is the 
perfect solution. Find a specialized contractor to fill the role on the hours and rate that make 
most sense for your business. Hiring full time employees and offering HR benefits isn’t the only 
solution to growing your team any longer. There are plenty of affordable and capable freelanc-
ers looking for jobs all over the world every single day.

Who is this checklist for?
Hiring online is the ultimate strategy to 
freeing up your time and staying 
focused on what is most important to 
the growth of your business. This check-
list was designed with the following indi-
viduals in mind:

•  First time entrepreneurs
•  Off the ground startup owners
•  Seasoned serial entrepreneurs
•  eCommerce business owners
•  Digital marketing agencies
•  Web development and design shops

If you fall into any of these categories, 
this checklist is going to be your savior 
for your own time. Don’t fall into the trap 
of working within your business. Always 
be working on your company’s growth. 

This checklist will introduce you to 100 
tasks within your business that you can 
hand off to a reliable remote freelancer, 
so that you can stay focused on growth. 2
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HOW TO USE THIS CHECKLIST 

This checklist is for business owners and entrepreneurs that want to create more time in their 
day and get certain tasks off their plate. 

Building a business always leads to scenarios where there is too much work to be completed 
and not enough time in the day. As ambitious entrepreneurs, we convince ourselves that we 
can do it, but it usually only leads us down an endless path towards burn out and inefficiency. 

When you start to get that feeling of being overwhelmed, refer to this checklist to find areas 
of your business that you can easily and quickly outsource to a reliable freelancer. If you take 
that approach, you’ll maintain an organized business where you are constantly focused on 
growth instead of operations. 

Here are a couple of other specific ideas for using this checklist as well!

•  Go through the list and check which tasks apply to your business then order them from 
most time consuming to least time consuming. Then hire starting from the top to free up 
your time. 

•  Read the list and find areas of your business that you want to work on that you are not yet. 
Check off those tasks and figure out how to hire that person to your team. 
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The 100 jobs outlined in Chapters 2 through 5 of this guide can be easily and quickly out-
sourced through the FreeeUp platform. Different from other online hiring marketplaces, you 
do not have to post jobs and interview applicants through the FreeeUp platform. 

The FreeeUp marketplace was founded on the principle of wanting to make the hiring process 
simpler for online business owners and remote freelancers. FreeeUp’s founders spent years 
hiring online before founding the company and hated the experience of posting jobs, interview-
ing applicants, testing for skills, and attempting to make the best hire. 

After seeing an opportunity to create their own marketplace, they founded FreeeUp and have 
been providing a world-class hiring experience for thousands of online companies. 

Here is what makes FreeeUp so unique:

•  It’s not a job board…you can’t post jobs and search freelancers.
•  All workers in the network are pre-interviewed and tested on communication.
•  It’s a fast to hire platform  get introduced to the worker you need in 24 hours.
•  Manage all of your workers and their payments in one place.
•  Hire from 50+ skill sets.
•  24/7 customer service.

Perhaps what makes FreeeUp stand out the most is its friendly support staff that is always avail-
able to answer questions, walk you through the software, handle payment issues, and inter-
vene if you have any poor experiences with your workers. 
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https://freeeup.com/hire-content-creators-to-build-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-excel-expert-freelancers-to-build-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-data-entry-freelancers-to-free-up-time-in-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-research-freelancers-to-grow-online-business

1. DAILY BUSINESS REPORTS 

Hire a virtual assistant to compile data and prepare daily business reports so that you and your 
business owners can track how the company is performing. Whether it’s daily revenue, gross 
profits, expenses, or net profits, knowing the details of your business each day can help to 
make smarter decisions over the long run. 

2. SIMPLE DATA ENTRY TASKS 

If you have simple tasks that you perform on a daily basis that data entry focused, you should 
not be spending your time there. Hire an affordable VA to handle that for you and stay focused 
on growing your company. 

3. ONLINE RESEARCH, GATHERING EMAILS FOR LEADS, PARTNERS, INFLU-
ENCERS, ETC. 

Is your business constantly looking to improve and add new customers or partners? Of course 
you are. Online research can take up hours every single day and there is always more of it that 
you can do. Instead of spending time researching, stay focused on the custom emails that are 
going to bring you more business. A freelancer is perfect for this job. 

4. ADVANCED EXCEL WORK 

Does your business require any advanced Excel work that isn’t worth your time? Most compa-
nies have to deal with loads of data on a regular basis calling for expertise within the Excel pro-
gram. If you don’t have it or you don’t have the time to work within Excel, hire a freelancer to 
manage your Excel projects. 

5. COPY WRITE CONTENT FOR WEBSITES 

Do you want more conversions on your website or online store? Copywriting is an essential 
aspect of educating your customer and guiding them towards an eventual purchase or sign up. 
Hire an experienced copywriter to bring your content to the next level so you can capture more 
sales and leads. 

6. CREATE CONTENT FOR YOUR PRODUCT LISTINGS 

If you own an online store, you must know how important it is that your product listings have 
amazing and unique content. Building out content for product listings can take a lot of precious 
time! Why spend your time on it when you can hire a specialist to handle it for you? 

7. TAKE NOTES DURING MEETINGS 

Do you run meetings every week? Do you wish that you had better notes to share out to your 
entire team or to come back to after the fact? Hiring a VA can make that wish a reality. They’ll 
take notes, summarize them, and organize them into your online files.
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https://freeeup.com/hire-a-bookkeeper-for-growing-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-translators-for-your-growing-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-lead-generation-freelancers-for-growing-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-virtual-assistant-freelancer-to-organize-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-a-project-manager-for-growing-online-business8. PROJECT MANAGER 

Do you have a remote team that’s becoming too much to manage on a daily basis? That’s an 
amazing problem to have. A remote project manager can step in creating a layer between you 
and your freelancers giving you more time to stay focused on growth. With a project manager, 
you gain a person who can watch over all of your remote workers while providing you with key 
updates. 

9. VIRTUAL ASSISTANT FOR SCHEDULING AND ORGANIZATION 

Are you someone that has meetings 8-10 hours per day? Organizing your calendar and schedul-
ing appointments can take time and become mind numbing if you are worrying about 20 other 
things. Having a personal assistant can take that burden off your plate and keep your life orga-
nized to a tee. 

10. CLEARING EMAIL ACCOUNTS 

How much time do you spend in your email account per day? 2 hours? 4 hours? You can hire a 
VA to clear out simple emails from your account every morning so that you’re only dealing with 
the top level communications that need your attention. You’ll never imagine how much time 
this can free up. 

11. LEAD GENERATION FOR NEW CUSTOMERS 

Every growing business needs a lead generation team constantly finding and reaching out to 
new clients. Hiring a lead generation expert will ensure that someone is always researching 
potential customer markets and providing you with the contact information so you can intelli-
gently reach out. Say hello to more business!

12. TRANSLATING CONTENT TO DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

Taking your business efforts international? Hire a freelancer to translate your content to differ-
ent languages so that you’re not limited when expanding to new international markets. 

13. MANAGING YOUR BOOKKEEPING

Bookkeeping is perhaps one of the most important aspects of keeping your business up and 
running for the long run. Depending on your business, it can be a tedious and time consuming 
task on a daily basis. Put someone on your team with years of experience managing business 
books and feel assured that your financials are being handled properly. 

14. PROVIDING TECH SUPPORT TO CUSTOMERS

With more and more software companies being built, tech support is becoming more import-
ant than ever. As with customer service, it takes time and you need the right knowledge to 
speak with customers about the product that you’re offering. Hiring an experienced tech sup-
port agent can make that aspect of your business less worrisome. 
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15. WRITING BLOG ARTICLES AND BLOG CONTENT

Content is king, right? The more content you produce, the better you can make your SEO and 
organic search results. Writing blog articles takes time (2-5 hours per article) and you need 
someone to handle the writing for you. There are thousands of freelancers fully capable of 
making your blog content desireable.

16. MANAGING BLOG WEBSITE

Do you run a blog for your business? If you do, you’ve probably realized how much time it can 
take to keep it operating and growing. Hire someone who’s been through the trenches before 
and can organize your content calendar, content writers, and everything else involved. 

17. REACHING OUT TO WEBSITE OWNERS FOR BACK LINKS

Great SEO comes down to high quality keyword targeting and back links. Without one of the 
two, you’ll never reach the pique of your potential. There are specialists out there that know 
how to get good backlinks from reliable sources. Hire a SEO back link freelancer to join your 
team and increase organic search rankings. 

18. EMAILING POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS, PARTNERS, ETC. 

Once you’ve researched potential client’s email addresses, you still need to send them a custom 
email to attract their attention. That process of creating the emails and sending them out can 
take time. You can hire someone to manage that process for you while you provide critiques to 
the emails that they are creating. 

19. CREATE POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS 

Do you regularly run webinars or have public speaking events? A strong PowerPoint presenta-
tion can make a huge difference in your ability to educate your audience. Hire a virtual assistant 
with strong PowerPoint skills to brand and build all of your presentations. 

20. MANAGE YOUR SKYPE ACCOUNT WITH CLIENTS

Do you use Skype to communicate with clients? It can become overwhelming when you’re 
trying to talk to so many clients on a daily basis. It can pull you away from working on growth 
for your company. Hire a VA and train them to communicate with your clients to solve simple 
issues so you don’t have to use your time doing that. 

21. CREATE JOBS POSTS AND RECRUIT FOR NEW OPENINGS

Looking to build your team? Hire a recruitment specialist to create job posts, circulate them on 
multiple hiring platforms, and review applications. They can remove hours of work that you 
would otherwise be performing. You can still handle the final interview, but why not have some-
one that gets the best applicants for you first. 

9



22. HANDLE LEGAL DOCUMENTS AND SITUATIONS

Every business runs into legal needs whether it is initial contracts or new partnerships with 
other companies. You will need a lawyer at some point or not and having a freelancer on call 
that you can get answers from quickly is an easy way to have a legal team without paying hun-
dreds of dollars every month. 

23. FILE YEARLY TAXES FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Do you have an accountant yet to handle your business and personal taxes at the end of the 
year? Hiring the right accountant can make sure that you get the most out of your tax returns 
and don’t overpay. There are plenty of skilled freelancers that can help you with your business 
and personal life in this matter. Don’t miss out on the opportunity. 

10
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24. LIST PRODUCTS ON AMAZON, EBAY, WALMART, SHOPIFY, WOOCOM-
MERCE

Are you selling on Amazon, eBay, Walmart, Shopify, or some other eCommerce platform? Well 
then you are probably listing products to generate more sales. In order to save time, pass that 
task off to a freelancer specialized in listing products so you can stay focused on other aspects 
of growth. 

25. PERFORM KEYWORD RESEARCH FOR PRODUCTS

Want to increase organic traffic for your eCommerce products? You’ll need to start with finding 
the most relevant and least competitive keywords that you can target. It’s a science to find the 
best keywords and a task you can easily pass off to an expert. 

26. MANAGE BULK UPLOADS TO ECOMMERCE PLATFORM

Uploading new products, changing prices, and updating inventory requires a lot of bulk uploads 
to your eCommerce platform. What’s worse is when there are errors in the file requiring edits 
to be made. Hours can quickly go by while working on these types of projects. If you ask us, it’s 
much better suited for a freelancer who specializes on your given marketplace. 

27. OPTIMIZE PRODUCT TITLE AND CONTENT ON LISTINGS

Once you’ve listed your products, you’re not done. You can always improve the product title and 
content to rank better in search engines. If you want your customers to see your products more 
often, hiring a freelancer with an expertise in optimizing product listings is a safe way to go!

28. MANGE MARKETPLACE ACCOUNTS FOR AMAZON AND EBAY

Looking to step away from the day to day operations of running your marketplace seller 
account? We can’t blame you. It’s a lot of work! Hiring a freelancer with years of experience 
managing online seller accounts is a smart choice to make. 

29. START A JETT SELLER ACCOUNT

Interested in tapping into the new Jett.com seller marketplace. Quickly approaching as a new 
eCommerce marketplace specialized for the customer, Jett is a new platform where many sell-
ers are flocking to increase overall revenues. Hire a Jett expert to walk you through the process 
of getting your products up on Jett. 

30. START A WALMART SELLER ACCOUNT

Recently invited to join Walmart’s exclusive online marketplace? It can be a huge opportunity 
for eCommerce businesses offering products from Walmart’s core. Hire a Walmart eCommerce 
expert to guide you as you list your products, understand customer service policies, and fulfill 
orders to your customers. 

https://freeeup.com/hire-ebay-lower-level-for-ecommerce-businesshttps://freeeup.com/hire-amazon-lower-level-for-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-ebay-specialist-for-ecommerce-businesshttps://freeeup.com/hire-amazon-experts-for-your-growing-online-business
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https://freeeup.com/hire-ebay-specialist-for-ecommerce-businesshttps://freeeup.com/hire-amazon-experts-for-your-growing-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-ebay-specialist-for-ecommerce-businesshttps://freeeup.com/hire-amazon-experts-for-your-growing-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-ebay-specialist-for-ecommerce-businesshttps://freeeup.com/hire-amazon-experts-for-your-growing-online-business
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https://freeeup.com/hire-customer-service-specialists-for-online-business

31. PERFORM ADVANCED SEO ON AMAZON AND EBAY

Amazon and eBay have their own search bars that have become engines in themselves because 
of the number of products and searches that are happening. When a person wants to find a 
product, they search Amazon or eBay, just as they would search Google for information. 
Making sure your SEO on these marketplaces is key to optimizing sales and can easily be han-
dled by a remote freelancer.

32. MANAGE PPC CAMPAIGNS ON AMAZON AND EBAY

Want to start running pay per click advertising campaigns on your Amazon or eBay seller 
account? Hiring a PPC expert is an amazing route to fast forwarding to a time where you are 
receiving sales from your ads on the marketplaces.

33. MANAGE SELLER METRICS ON AMAZON AND EBAY

Amazon and eBay metrics can be daunting for a new, or even experienced, seller because of 
how many there are and how strict the marketplaces hold you to them. The worst thing is that 
if you don’t manage them properly, you could be suspended from selling on the marketplace. 
No one wants that to happen! Remove that risk by hiring a freelancer to check on your metrics 
daily and provide you with any issues they come across.

34. ANSWER CUSTOMER SERVICE EMAILS

Customer service is one of the first tasks that you should pass off your plate as a business 
owner. It’s repetitive work and happens all throughout the day pulling you away from other 
growth initiatives. Building a team of customer service freelancers to answer your emails 
throughout the day will save you a world of headaches. 

35. MANAGE LIVE CHAT

Want to add live chat to your website to further engage your customers? Hiring a freelancer and 
placing them on shifts at the times when traffic is highest throughout the day is an amazing way 
to offer this feature to your customers. 

36. CALL CUSTOMERS ABOUT ORDERS

Sometimes an eCommerce order needs a personal phone call to figure an issue out because 
the customer isn’t responding to email. Who better to handle that for you than a reliable free-
lancer who has customer service phone experience? 

37. PROCESS RETURNS, REFUNDS ,AND CANCELLATIONS

Do you hate setting up returns for your customers? We totally get it! Having a freelancer on 
your team who can handle these requests at a high level will remove stress from your plate and 
keep your business operating at a high level.  



https://freeeup.com/hire-product-sourcing-specialist-for-your-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-amazon-vendor-central-experts-for-online-business

38. MANAGE ORDERS FROM ECOMMERCE PLATFORMS

Is fulfilling orders and recording details taking up too much of your time? You can hire an order 
fulfillment contractor and set them up daily shifts so that orders are being processed through-
out the day, are being shipped on time, and tracking numbers are being provided to all orders.

39. KEEP INVENTORY UPDATED ON ECOMMERCE PLATFORMS

As an eCommerce business, you never want to sell a product that is out of stock. Whether you 
are running a traditional wholesale business or a drop ship model, inventory is of utmost 
importance. Add someone to your team that has experience in the field and can make sure that 
all products on your store are always in stock. 

40. MANAGE AMAZON VENDOR CENTRAL ACCOUNT

Selling your own products through Amazon Vendor Central? Similar to Seller Central, it can be 
a tedious job to oversee all operations and ensure everything is optimized at all times. This is 
where an Amazon Vendor Central expert comes in…

41. WRITE AMAZON AND EBAY SUSPENSION APPEALS

If you’ve ever been suspended from Amazon or eBay, you know how awful it is to go through 
the suspension process where you’re waiting to hear about the fate of your selling abilities on 
that marketplace. Hire a freelancer with years of experience writing suspension appeals to craft 
you a letter that will give you a greater chance of being unsuspended. 

42. SOURCE NEW PRODUCTS FOR YOUR ECOMMERCE STORE

Growing your eCommerce business and looking for new products? Similar to research new cus-
tomers, finding the best products is a tedious process that should be worked on consistently. 
You can easily set that up with a product sourcing freelancer.  

43. MONITOR YOUR BRAND’S LISTINGS FOR UNAUTHORIZED SELLERS

Selling online is still a bit of the Wild West. Sellers don’t always have authorization to sell the 
products on their store and it’s up to the product owner to keep an eye on them. You can hire 
a freelancer to monitor your products online and alert you when there are any unrecognized 
sellers. 

44. ALERT YOU OF SELLERS VIOLATING MAP POLICIES

Have you ever caught one of your retailers seller below your MAP? That’s super frustrating, but 
also difficult to catch. Add a remote worker to your team who can monitor your listings looking 
for MAP issues and contacting the retailer so that it can be fixed. 

14



45. CREATE CUSTOM DESIGNS FOR AMAZON MERCH

Are you looking to expand to selling through Amazon Merch? It’s a new and upcoming aspect of 
the Amazon Marketplace that you could take advantage of. Hire an Amazon Merch specialist to 
create custom designs for your products and manage them on your Merch account. Expand 
into a new area of potential without spending too much of your own time. If it works out, great! 
If not, shut it down. But at least you’ll know. 

46. MANAGE YOUR ETSY STORE

Do you run an Etsy store? If so, it means that you are probably making all of your products as 
well. That can take up a lot of time and you don’t want to be pulled away from what you do best. 
Hire an Etsy store manager to handle the orders, inventory, and communication with custom-
ers while you stay focused on building great products. 

47. TAKE PRODUCT PHOTOS AND VIDEOS

Is fulfilling orders and recording details taking up too much of your time? You can hire an order 
fulfillment contractor and set them up daily shifts so that orders are being processed through-
out the day, are being shipped on time, and tracking numbers are being provided to all orders.

15
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https://freeeup.com/hire-seo-adwords-experts-for-online-business/

https://freeeup.com/hire-content-creators-to-build-online-business/

https://freeeup.com/hire-seo-adwords-experts-for-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-seo-adwords-lower-level-freelancers-for-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-social-media-managers-for-online-business
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48. SET UP SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS

Need someone to set up your social media presence? It can be one of the most time consuming 
processes when first starting a business. It’s absolutely essential because of the potential and it 
can be easily managed by a veteran social media manager. 

49. POST ON SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS EVERY DAY

Better yet, need someone to manage posting on your social media channels 7 days of the 
week? Look no further than a specialized social media manager to come in, brainstorm new 
ideas, and continually increase the number of followers on your social channels.

50. CREATE GRAPHICS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media is moving in the direction of image and video first. People, more and more, are 
becoming more attracted to images rather than text. To keep up with the trends, it’s important 
to have someone on your team that can create visually compelling graphics to share on your 
social media platforms. A social media freelancer can handle that for you. 

51. OPTIMIZE CONTENT ON WEBSITE FOR SEO

Do you have anyone on your team that is optimizing your website content for SEO purposes? 
Even if you do, are they doing it on a regular basis? Strong SEO on your website can drive more 
traffic, more leads, and new customers to your business. It’s a tactic you don’t want to overlook 
and that can be easily handled by a SEO freelancer. 

52. PERFORM KEYWORD RESEARCH FOR BUSINESS

Do you know which keywords your business is ranking for? Keyword research is an important 
factor to make sure that you are appearing to potential customers where they are searching. 
This work requires someone with an expertise and experience to dive into your business and 
how you can best target your potential customers. 

53. CREATE BRANDED CONTENT FOR WEBSITE

Long are the days when you could toss up some text onto a website and impress the millions 
of people flocking to the Internet. Today, you need to complement your website content with 
visually appealing graphics, videos, and images so that it’s a great experience for your visitors. 
You can hire a freelancer to evaluate your website, provide suggestions, and get to work based 
off your feedback. 

54. SET UP AND MANAGE GOOGLE ADWORDS CAMPAIGNS

Is your business ready to tackle Google Adwords to bring in new customers? The Adword plat-
form is one of the largest for marketing managers and can be an essential strategy to catapult-
ing growth as you get your business off the ground. Having the right person in charge of the 
campaigns is just as critical to getting it started. Don’t make the mistake of trying to do it your-
self if you don’t have the expertise.



https://freeeup.com/hire-graphic-design-experts-for-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-graphic-design-experts-for-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-seo-adwords-lower-level-freelancers-for-online-business55. BUILD LINKS BACK TO YOUR WEBSITE CONTENT

A major aspect of improving your website is building links back to your content and top pages 
where you want your customers to visit. There are many strategies out there for creating back 
links that you can learn about and implement through an online freelancer. These backlinks will 
improve your SEO and expose your business to influencers in your industry. 

56. REACH OUT TO WEBSITES FOR GUEST POST OPPORTUNITIES

Want to tap into large communities where your potential customers may be visiting? Writing 
guest articles on your niche expertise for industry related websites is a great strategy to drive 
new traffic to your business’s product or service. With an online assistant, you can consistently 
reach out for new guest article opportunities. 

57. CONTACT PODCAST HOSTS FOR NEW INTERVIEWS

Do you want to be interviewed on podcasts to share your expertise with communities of poten-
tial customers? Podcasts can be a great marketing strategy to bring in new customers, but it 
takes time to find the best ones and apply as a guest. Hire a freelancer to research podcasts, 
connect with them on social media, and send credentials on why you’d be a great guest.  

58. CREATE A NEW LOGO FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Need a new logo for your business? Hire an experienced graphic designer to speak with you 
about your business and create a logo that exemplifies your product/service and company 
values. 

59. BUILD BANNERS FOR PROMOTIONS YOU ARE RUNNING

It’s important that you market your promotions when you are running them. Having the right 
creative copy can make a significant difference in how effective your promotional campaigns 
are. Hire a creative freelancer to put together promotional banners and graphics that will catch 
your customer’s eyes and pull them in for the sale. 

60. USE PHOTOSHOP TO EDIT PHOTOS

Have advanced graphic design work that needs to be completed in Photoshop? There are free-
lancers that specialize in Photoshop and can be on call for your business as you need them for 
special projects. 

61. USE INDESIGN TO CREATE BOOKS, EBOOKS, WHITE PAPERS

If you’re writing a book, eBook, or white paper, you want to make sure that it is designed to read 
and feel like a trustworthy book. Don’t put out a product that isn’t 100% professional. Hire an 
Indesign expert to spruce up your content so that your customers are blown away. 

18



https://freeeup.com/hire-video-editing-experts-for-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-email-marketing-experts-for-online-business

https://freeeup.com/hire-content-creators-to-build-online-business/62. WRITE BLOG POSTS

If you’re running a blog, you want to be creating content as often as possible to continue to 
engage your audience and new readers. Hiring a blog writer can make that task much simpler 
and less time consuming. You can hire a writer with experience in your given niche so that all of 
your content is adding high value to your community. 

63. CREATE CONTENT FOR YOUR WEBSITE

Looking to make updates to the content on your website? Or just looking to add your first round 
of content to your website? Hiring a freelancer who has years of experience creating content for 
websites can ensure that your message is clear and your potential for conversions are opti-
mized. 

64. WRITE CONTENT FOR EMAIL MARKETING CAMPAIGNS

Email marketing campaigns are an amazing tool to tap into as you are building your customer 
base and then retaining that customer base. Building out drip campaigns can take time and 
requires knowledge of email marketing. Hiring a freelancer can save you hours of time and also 
create an amazing set of drip campaigns that will bring in new customers and keep your current 
ones happy. 

65. BUILD YOU AN ONLINE COURSE

What better way to display your expertise than creating an online course? Online courses are 
being used by influencers, businesses, and entrepreneurs to gather new customers for their 
products and services. If you have the desire to start an online course, but don’t have the time 
to put all of the content together, hiring a freelancer with the experience can make your idea 
become a reality much faster. 

66. CREATE VIDEO ADS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Have you ever seen the short animated videos that describe what makes a business unique? 
They’ve become popular in business marketing and can serve as a simple way to introduce your 
business to new customers. Hire a freelancer to build your own video ad so you have more 
creative material when attracting new customers. 

67. SHOOT OR TOUCH UP TESTIMONIAL VIDEOS

Hire a video expert to join your team and touch up videos that you are using for marketing and 
advertising purposes. A cleaned up video can make a huge difference when presenting your 
brand to customers. You don’t want to come across as a cheap business that didn’t take the 
time to edit your videos. 
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https://freeeup.com/hire-click-funnels-experts-for-online-business
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68. TAKE PRODUCT VIDEOS 

In addition to hiring a freelancer to take product photos, product videos can make a huge differ-
ence on your eCommerce store for the customer. If you have an interactive product, a video can 
bring it to life and help convert your traffic into paying customers. 

69. INCREASE CONVERSIONS ON WEBSITE

Are you receiving a lot of traffic, but not seeing strong conversions? There is a science to conver-
sion optimization on websites and conversion experts will pinpoint exactly where there will be 
issues. You can hire them to run A/B tests, split tests, and track heat maps on your website. All 
of their work will contribute to creating higher conversions from your traffic. 

70. SET UP AND MANAGE FACEBOOK ADS

Facebook advertising is quickly becoming one of the most effective manners in which to reach 
specific groups of potential customers. If you’re not an expert at Facebook Ads, it’s worth hiring 
someone that has years of experience with the platform and can optimize your ads to bring in 
new customers. 

71. SET UP AND MANAGE EMAIL CAMPAIGNS (MAILCHIMP, AWEBER, INFU-
SIONSOFT, ETC)

Want to make sure that your email campaign is sent out every week? Hire an email marketing 
manager to oversee your email campaigns via one of the most popular email marketing plat-
forms. With them on your team, you can rest easy that your email list will continually be 
informed with your new content and offers. 

72. CREATE CUSTOM SALES FUNNELS

Do you have a sales funnel set up for your business yet? Are you looking to add multiple sales 
funnels to bring in more customers and work them down to becoming a customer? There is an 
art to bringing top of the funnel visitors through an education process until they trust you and 
are ready to start purchasing. Allow a seasoned freelancer to build out your sales funnels so 
that you are optimizing conversions through each stage of the funnel and ultimately adding 
new customers. 

73. SET UP AND MANAGE CLICKFUNNELS SALES FUNNELS

If you’re building sales funnels, you’ve probably heard of Russell Brunson and ClickFunnels. It’s 
a platform that has quickly emerged as a leading web page builder to create sales funnels and 
automate email sequences. Hire a ClickFunnels expert to manage the sales funnels for you and 
create new web pages for your business. 
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74. LAND NEW PR OPPORTUNITIES

Do you want more coverage on the Internet or in traditional media channels? Hiring a PR free-
lancer who has connections to online publications, podcasts, and traditional media companies 
will increase your chances of getting your business or product featured to communities of 
people relevant to what you’re offering. 

75. HOLD PHOTOSHOOT FOR CUSTOM BRANDED PICTURES

Sick of using stock photos for your website and marketing efforts? Hire a photographer free-
lancer, give them directions on what you’re looking for, and have them shoot brand specific 
photos that you can use for your website and marketing campaigns. It will make you stand out 
and further create your business brand. 

76. EDIT PHOTOS FOR WEBSITE

Hire a freelancer to optimize the photos on your website so that it doesn’t slow down the load 
speed when visitors are coming to your site. Have the make sure that the images look great on 
mobile as well. 

77. PERFORM SALES OUTREACH TO BRING IN NEW CUSTOMERS

Want someone on your team regularly reaching out to new customers via email, phone, and 
social media? Hire a sales outreach freelancer to identify potential customers and reach out to 
them with custom communication methods to set up meetings for you or just inform them 
about your business. 

78. EDIT RAW AUDIO FILES 

Are you a podcaster? Do you have hours of audio to edit every week? Stop spending your own 
time on that and hire an audio freelancer to edit your audio files. They will get rid of the ums 
and awkward silences while adding branding to make each episode sound top quality. 

79. CREATE INFOGRAPHICS

Infographics are a powerful tool for businesses within content marketing. If you have a specific 
topic that you know well, but is difficult to explain in words, hire a freelancer to build a simple 
infographic that you can share with your potential customers and community. They will appre-
ciate the effort you put into the infographic and share it with their community further increas-
ing exposure of your brand.

80. RECORD VOICE OVER FOR VIDEO OR AD

Do you want your video or advertisement to sound professional? There are freelancers that 
specialize in recording audio voices for businesses. Tell them exactly what you want and they’ll 
create a voice over that speaks directly to your audience. Make your content sound top notch 
within hours. 
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81. MANAGE MAIL MERGES TO NEW CUSTOMERS, PARTNERS, INFLUENCERS

Do you send mail merges out to new leads that you are researching? It can be a tedious process 
and take time out of your day. Why not hire a freelancer who specializes in the process and can 
take care of it for you? They will send the mail merges, keep you updated on open rates, and 
you can focus on replying to all of the responses.
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82. BUILD A SHOPIFY STORE

Do you want to create your own online store using the Shopify platform? There are plenty of 
resources on the Internet that will teach you how to do it yourself, but hiring an expert Shopify 
freelancer will ensure that all of the bells and whistles are featured in your new online store. 

83. BUILD A WOOCOMMERCE STORE

Have you decided to use WooCommerce instead to build your online store? No problem! You 
can hire a WooCommerce expert that knows plenty about creating a store using the platform 
as well as integrating seamlessly with your Wordpress website. For a project this important, you 
want someone that has experience building stores.

84. CREATE SHOPIFY APPS 

The Shopify app store is home to hundreds of additional features that you can simply add onto 
your eCommerce site. If your business needs an app that isn’t featured in the App Store, it’s 
smartest to hire a Shopify developer who can create the custom app for you. It will add an 
expertise to your team that you don’t currently have. 

85. BUILD WORDPRESS PLUGINS

Similar to Shopify apps, WooCommerce and Wordpress have their own plugins that will create 
additional functionality for your online store. Hire a Wordpress/WooCommerce developer, 
explain what it is that you want your store to be able to do, and let them get to work on it. 

86. BUILD A CUSTOM SHOPIFY THEME

One of the most important aspects of an online store is the design and user experience. You 
can search through Shopify’s default themes and purchase the one that you like the best, but 
you may want a Shopify designer to come in and touch it up to the custom aspects that you 
want so that your store stands apart from the thousands of others. This requires knowledge of 
HTML, CSS, Javascript, and Shopify’s own programming language.  

87. BUILD A CUSTOM WOOCOMMERCE THEME

Want a custom theme for your WooCommerce store? It takes a lot of careful design and user 
experience knowledge to create an online store that appeals to customers on desktop, tablet, 
and mobile. Hiring the right person for the job can make a world of a difference between an 
amazing online store and one that doesn’t do much to stand out. 

88. BUILD AN ECOMMERCE STORE WITH WIX

Have you decided to use Wix for to build your online store? You could take hours to learn the 
software and build your own online store OR you could hire a Wix expert to build your online 
store while you stay focused on other aspects of building your eCommerce business. 
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https://freeeup.com/hire-wordpress-developers-for-online-business89. BUILD A BLOG USING WORDPRESS

Want to build a blog for your business? Wordpress is hands-down the best platform for blog-
ging and they make it super simple to manage once set up. Hire a Wordpress designer to 
choose your theme, set up the main pages of the blog, organize content categories, and get 
everything ready for launch. 

90. DEVELOP A BUSINESS WEBSITE USING WORDPRESS

Just getting your business off the ground and need your first website? You’re on the right track! 
If you don’t have the expertise to build your own website coding or using a platform like Word-
press, you can hire a freelancer who has built handfuls of websites for young companies. They’ll 
understand the main messages you want to communicate, choose a theme, and design the 
website for optimal use by your visitors. 

91. OPTIMIZE PERFORMANCE AND SPEED OF WEBSITE 

Is your site loading too slowly? When a website loads takes too much time to load, you can lose 
potential customers. People are used to fast load times and you want to make sure that load 
time is not the reason that you lose a potential customer. Hire a web developer with expertise 
in minimizing load speeds so that your website functions at the same level as leading websites.

92. IMPROVE USER EXPERIENCE OF WEBSITE OR STORE

Once you have your website created, you need to make sure that you continue to optimize the 
user experience. You can do this by A/B testing, split testing, surveying visitors, and many other 
tactics. If you hire a web developer to manage this aspect of our website optimization, you will 
see consistent improvements in the experience that you’re creating for your customers. 

93. BUILD A CUSTOM WEBSITE USING HTML, CSS, JAVASCRIPT

Are you interested in building a website from scratch? Some business owners prefer this. If you 
are one of those entrepreneurs, you want to make sure that you hire the right developer to 
your team to make sure that it is built at a high level. Hire the right person and feel safe knowing 
that the time they are spending is going towards a high quality version of your website.   

94. BUILD A WEB APPLICATION

Does your product or service revolve around a web application for your customers to interact 
with? If you’re a non-technical founder looking to turn your idea into a business, you can hire a 
technical freelancer with experience building web apps. They will listen to your ideas, lay out 
the game plan for building, and keep you updated as they are making progress. It allows you to 
build what you want, own the program, and stay focused on other aspects of growth. 
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Hire a software developer freelancer to build the software that will support the core of your 
business without the need for hiring a full time developer. Hire someone with years of experi-
ence, has a portfolio of software that relates to yours, and who is a great communicator. Finding 
someone like this can be difficult and hiring the right person will be key to your company’s suc-
cess. 

96. CREATE A MOBILE APPLICATION FOR YOUR COMPANY

Does your business want to tap into the ever-growing mobile craze? Millions of people are view-
ing their mobile phones more often than any other device today and a mobile application can 
create a completely new experience for them to interact with your product. Hire a mobile app 
developer to put your mobile experience together. 



97. BUILD WIREFRAMES USING BALSAMIQ

If you’re building a program, piece of software, or website, you want to create wireframes 
before you actual build it out. This improves the end product drastically. Hire a Balsamiq free-
lancer to build out wireframes for you so that you create a user friendly website or program 
from the get go. 

98. MANAGE YOUR WEB HOSTING 

Is the concept of web hosting over your head? I think that it is for most small business owners, 
but it’s also something that you don’t want to let slip away. Hosting impacts the speed of your 
website and all of the content that you’re delivering via your site. Hire a web hosting freelancer 
to handle all of it for you and make sure that your site is running at the most efficient level pos-
sible. 

99. TECHNICAL PROJECT MANAGER

If you’re running a development team at your company, you inevitably need a technical project 
manager to keep everyone on task and continue to create detailed tickets in the task manage-
ment software that you use. Hire a project manager to keep your dev team on track so that 
projects are completed in a timely manner and you stay up to date with what is going on.  

100. MANAGE YOUR COMPANY DATABASE

Do you have someone managing your company database yet? This is an extremely important 
task for businesses as it is where all of your data is stored from your customers and programs. 
Hire a freelancer to manage and optimize your database so that it is firing on all cylinders and 
has security measures set up so that no hacks can occur.
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Surely there was at least one task above that is still on your plate. If it’s 
not your absolute expertise or you don’t have the time to be working 
on it any longer, now is the time to hire a reliable freelancer to handle 
it for you. 

The process of making the hire with FreeeUp is easy as a few clicks of 
your mouse. Here is how easy it actually is:

•  Create your FreeeUp account
•  Submit your Worker Request
•  Meet with your worker 
•  Click the Hire button
•  Set clear expectations
•  Get working!

FreeeUp was designed to make hiring online as simple as hailing a ride 
with your phone. Instead of a car pulling up to your home, you now 
have a pre-interviewed and trained freelancer knocking on your door 
via email, ready to work for your business. 

Create a FreeeUp Account

ARE YOU INSPIRED TO HIRE
YOUR FIRST WORKER?
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BECOME A FREEEUP WORKER
See a job from the list that you’re an expert in? Apply to join the 
FreeeUp network and gain the opportunity to land new clients 

within eCommerce, digital marketing, web development, virtual 
assistance, and much more. 

Apply to Become a Worker
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